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Mission to Austria 
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Bank sets up a Mission to Austria, which will be led by Mr. Hector 

Prud1homme and consist of Messrs. Victor Umbricht, A. D. Spottswood, 

Franz M. Oppenheimer and a secretary from the Paris office. Walter 

Armstrong will join the Mission in Vienna, on his way to Belgrade.and 

prepare his Yugoslav work there, in cooperation with Spottswood. 

Kamarck telephones to Dr. Gruber of the Austrian Embassy, to inform 

him that the Mission will arrive in Vienna on November 16, except 

Mr. Spottswood who will be there as from Tuesday, November 10. 

Monday, November 9, 1953: 

luncheon offered by Ambassador Lowenthal. The Austrian representatives 

want to know whether the Mission has definite authority to negociate 

a loan, or only to prepare the ground for subsequent loan negociations. 

They are told that the latter is the case and to inform the Austrian 

Authorities accordingly. 

Tuesday, November 10, 1953: 

Spottswood arrives in Vienna and meets Armstrong. Owing to illness, 

Spottswood is only able to start work on Friday, November 13. 

Monday, ~ovember 16, 1953: 

Mr. and Mrs. Prud1homme arrive in Paris at 2.30 PM. Prud'homme visits 

Paris office and meets Hill and Hoare. They discuss the Austrian 

position. 

Tuesday, November 17, 195~.:. 

Mr. and ¥.irs. Prud1homme arrive in Vienna, together with Mrs. Boesch, 

secretary from the Paris office. Umbricht arrives from Zurich. 
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Wednesday, November 18, 1953: 

09.00 .AM: Internal discussion of Mission. Spottswood explains his 

preparatory work already performed and the draft of three 

questionnaires which will be handed the same day to Mr. 
Wietz, with copies to Dr. Stahl and Dr. Teufenstein, from 

the Minsitry of Finance. 

Mission calls on Dr. Stahl and has a short conversation 

with him. 

03.00 PM: Prud'homme, Umbricht and Oppenheimer have a meeting with 

Dr. Teufenstein in the Ministry of Finance. Prud1homme 

informs Dr. Teufenstein of the general purpose of the 

Mission. Furthermore, some aspects of the Austrian debt 

problem and the Austrian relations with Italy are mentioned. 

Dr. Teufenstein appears to be somewhat pessimistic as to 

the willingness of the Italians to release lire, unless lire 

be used for Austrian imports ex Italy. The Austrian Authorities 

are little attracted by "tied lire". 

04.00 PM: Prud1hoI1ID1e and Oppenheimer call on .American Ambassador 

Thompsfn and discuss with him economic position of Austria. 

Umbricht visits Swiss Minister and Swiss Economic Counsellor. 

Both confirm that Austrians place great hopes in the realization 
of IBRD loan for Reisseck Kreuzeck project. 

06.oo PM: Mission meets in office and discusses next day's program. 

Spottswood spends whole afternoon in VG building and puts 

final touch to questionnaires No. 1 to 3 which are given 

to Mr. Wietz. 
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Thursday, November 19, 1953: 

09.00 .AM: Meeting between Mission and Dr. Stahl, Dr. Kolliker and Hr. 

Wietz of VG. General conference regarding all angles of 

Annex 1 ¥.d.ssion1s work (details v. annex No. 1). 

11.30 AM: Umbricht and Dr. Teufenstein meet in Ministry of Finance, to 

discuss problems regarding Austrian external debt, budget and 

Annex 2 internal borrowing (v. annex No. 2).' 

12.00 PM: Prud1homme pays visit to Italian .Ambassador Anzilotti, informs 

him of Mission Is task and of proposed visit to Rome. Anzilotti 

promises to call the Italian Authorities to make sure that when 

Mission goes to Rome on Monday, November 23, }'fr. Men4na and 

other top officials will be there for discussions. 

Conference between Oppenheimer and Wietz on legal status of VG. 

Annex 3 

,.jJ.00 PM: Meeting of Umbricht, Dr. Stahl, Dr. Krebs, Mr. Wietz. History 

of R.K. project is reviewed, its financing and relations between 

VG and Italian Companies ( v. annex 3) • 

04.00 Pl1: Ambassador Anzilotti telephones, confirming that Monday and 

'fuesday, November 23/24 are suitable ~fr discussions with 

Italian Authorities and that Mr. Memtella will be in Rome. 

04. 3) PM: Oppenheimer meets Dr. Krebs and Dr. Hintermyer. Topic of 

discussion: Participation of private Italian capital in R.K. 

and Da.baklamm. It appears doubtful whether such participation, 

at least for R.K. project, would be welcomed and whether it 

would be possible from a legal point of view. 

05.00 PM: Prud'homme telephones Dr. Rossi in Venice and asks whether he 

could see him in Rome on Monday, November 23. Rossi says that 
a meeting of electricity representatives being scheduled for 
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~b 
that day, it wou.ld(be difficult to make an appointment. Dr. 

Ferrerio and Dr. Biaggi of the E:lison group will also attend 

the meeting. 

Spottswood finishes Questionnaire No. 4 and hands it to Wietz 

(with copies to Dr. Stahl and Dr. Teufenstein). 

Friday, November 20, 1953: 

08.45 AM: Prud1homme meets General McChrystal, to discuss with him various 
aspects of Austrian economy. 

09.30 .AM: Meeting with Dr. Karnitz, Minister of Finance; Dr. Teufenstein 

is present. ,I\alllitz is rather optimistic as to the release of 

the Italian 18 %. His opinion is that the Italians have taken 

up a bargaining position, in order to make sure that as much 

as possible of a lire loan be tied to purchases ex Italy. Austria, 

by the way, is willing to place certain orders in Italy. With a 

view to alleviating the Austrian-Italian balance of payment 

position, Austria will in December and January next proceed to 
some new substantial trade liberalization which means considerable 

profit for Italy. 

Kamitz believes that Dr. Teufenstein's presence during the Rome 

talks is advisable, so that he may answer arry questions concering 

the Austrian position. He therefore asks Dr. Teufenstein to go 

to Rome ·with the Mission. 

.After other members of Mission have left, Prud'homme asks Kamitz 

in a private conversation whether the Austrian Government could 

suggest an Austrian expert for the Bank's work in Abessinia. 

Kamitz is pl.eaaed by this request and will rep'.cy- later. 

Spottswood finishes Questionnaire No. 5 which is given to Mr. 

Wi etz ( copies to Dr. Stahl and Dr. Teuf enstein) • 
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ll.00 .AM: Prud1hormne calls Ventimiglia at Hotel Plaza in Brussels. 

Ventimiglia knows very little regarding R.K. project, he 

has not been discussing the question with arry Italian 

official comparry for over two years. 

11.30 AM: Umbricht sees Dr. Heilingsatzer of the Ministry of Finance. 

Annex 4 They discuss budget problems (v. annex No. 4). 

12.JO PM: Oppenheimer has lunch with Dr. Wagner and discusses with 

him problem of mortgages and 11Grundschulden11 in the Austrian 

law. Dr. Wagner proves to be a most interesting and well 

informed man. 

02.30 PM: Conference between Prud1homme, Umbricht and Mr. Wietz 

regarding private Italian capital participation in Austrian 

companies. Wietz supplies the "Nationalisierungs"-Law of 

1947 which says that such participation can only become 

effective after approval by the 11Hauptausschuss11 of the 

Austrian Parliament (paragraph 4, "Verstaatlichungs-Gesetz"). 

08.00 PM: Mr. and Mrs. Prud'hormne and Mr. Oppenheimer leave for Rome 

by train. 

Umbricht, Spottswood and Armstrong invite Dr. Krebs to dinner. 

Saturday, November 21, 1953: 

07.30 .AM: Spottswood and Armstrong leave for Belgrade by plane. 

Umbricht and Mrs. Boesch remain in Vienna to finish protocols, 

reports and other work. 

Sunday, November 22, 1953: 

11.00 jil1: Umbricht flies to Rome. 


